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This report discusses the factors affecting skin temperatures 
attained by high speed missiles and presents some methods of solution. 
These have been reduced to graphical or tabular form and are set out in 
order of complaxie. 

Graphical or algebraic solutions may be quiokly obtained. if steady 
oonditions are asswned, and for some flight cases these are reasonable 
approximations to oorresponding transient solutions. If the temperature 
time variation is required then longer numerical integration processes 
have to be performed. 

Aooount may be taken of external radiation and heat loss to the 
interior if their effeots are oonsidered signifioant. 

Although the emphasis of this report is on the oaloulation of average 
temperatures attained by thin skins, a method of oaloulating the tempera- 
turo-spaae-time variation through 3 ?limensionalbcdios has bocn includea 
assuming steady conditions at the surfaoe. 

Numerioal examples are included for each section of the report. 
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NOTATION 

Description 

specific heat of au- 

specific heat of sold 

air density at sea level 

relative density P/psL 

density of solid 

velocity 

speed of sound in au 

mechanical cquvalent of heat 

temperatwo 

stagnation temperature 

kinetic temperature 

average skin temperature 

mean temperature of inner skin 
or interior 

time 

heat flow rste 

area 

solar constant 

overall heat transfer coefficient 

overall skin friction coefficient 

skin thickness 

CsPsfP 

Boltzmanns constant 

emissivity factor 

absorption factor for solar radiation 

Reynolds No./ft 

Reynolds No. 

Rep-das NO. of transition 

viscosity 

Units 

CHlJ/lb 'C 

W/lb 'C 

lb//fd 

lb/ft3 

ft/sec 

.f t/sot 

lb ft/CHU 

'C abs. 

'C rbs. 

'C abs. 

'C abs. 

'C abs. 

CHu/sec 

ft? 

CHU/ft* set 

ft 

cHu/rt2 Oc 

CHU/ft2 set (%)& 

'/ft 

lb/ft set 
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P, 
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Subscripts 

SL 
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we 
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n 

NOTATION (Cont'd.), 

Description 

kinematx vzscosity p/p 

length 

increment In tune 

thermal conductivity 

Prandtl No. '%k 

k/P.e; cs 

boundary Layer thickness 

cross section radius 
r 

d dx/k 

coefficient of' cubic therm1 
expansion 

sea level cordltions 

ambient condition at height 

conditions just outside the boundary 
layer 

any point in a semi infinite body 

initial value 

conditions taken at skin temperature Tw 

equilibrium skin conditions 

refers to solids 

conditions taken at time (t), 

Units 

ft*/sec 

ft 

set 

CETJ/OC ft set 

ft’/sec 

ft 

ft 

ft2 set OC/CHu 

'/OC 
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1 Introduction 

When relative motion exists botweon air aa a body, a layor of air 
adjacent to 'ho body is retarded by viscous forces*, causing a rise in 
a1r temperature as the surface of the body is approach&. Heat may then 
be tr~sforrod to the body ( a phenomenon known as aerodynamic heating) 
ad the temperature of the body will rise to an equilibrium value if the 
external flow conditions arc steady. 

A rou& estimate of the ultimate rise in bo?ly temporaturc is gim 
in degrees centigrade by (u1/1OO)2 whcro u1 is the speed in miles per 
hOLIZ-. Thus at 100 m.p.h. the tcmporaturo rlso is only about IOC, but at 
1000 m.p.h. it has incroascd to the order of IOOoC, >tiich illustratas tiy 
aerodynamic hoating assumes importance in high speed fli&t. 

The equilibrium case is relatively simple to calculate, but in many 
O~SOS the axtorn8.1 conditions wo varying ad the flight duration ia 
short, so that it is nooossary to determine tho variation of surfaca 
temporaturo throughout tho fli&t. Tho wide rango of flight plans, 
boundary lay~r conditions, body goomotrios, constructions and mtorials 
makes it impossible to prosat transient solutions in a gonoral form. 
This note sets out the general problem and gives a numerical method of 
solution for the average skin temperature. Graphs and Tables are included 
to r&Ice as much as possible the labour involved in the oomputations. 

The sequence of the calculations may be doscribed briefly as follows. 

(a) oalcdation of equilibrium temperatures for a given sot of 
steaay ~external coditions (e.g. 
missile may oporato), 

the maximum sped at which the 

b) calculation of transifd tomporatios of thin skins assuming 
a complotcly turbulent or complotoly laminar boundary layer and no 
changes in the bdy geometry, 

(0) calculation of transient temporaturos of thin skins all&g 
for transition from laminar to turbulent flow, and for changes in 
the bcdy oomatry (e.g. from nose cone or ogiva to cylindrical 
afterbody , 'f 

(a) calculations allowing for heat loss to the interior of the 
body or for sandwich typo construction. 

The calculations increasa in complexity with the stages in this 
sequcnco, but in gcnoral the temporaturos obtained from my stage till bo 
loss than those of the procding stage so that in any partioulaX problem 
the calculations nood only bo oarriod as far as may bo roquirod. 

The applioation of this noto covers spoods from 0 to 4000 f%/soc 
and altitudes from 0 to 100,000 ft. For spocds and hci@ts in 8 xooss of 
these limits refer rice shoula be made to the papers of Nonweiler 
staider ma J&off % 

Ed 
C It is assumed in general that the missiles are 

thin skinnd since the problem of temperature-spaoe-timo variation 
through a thick skin is extremely complicated if the external conditions 
a-0 unstcaay. However, standard analytical solutions are available for 
the latter ~a$@ under steady external conditions ana a solution with 
practical applications is prosontod.in se&ion 6 ma Apponaix ITI. 

*Exoopt at the stagnation point &ore there is pure compression, also 
giving a riso in tonporaturc. 
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2 Stagmtion, kinetic and equilibrium temperatures 

This section covers the first stage in the calculations and for a 
given speed and altitude will give upper limits to the body temperatures. 
The highest estimate is given by the stagcation temperature, but lower 
and more accurate estimates are given successively by the kinetic and 
then the equilibrium temperatures. Needless to say, if any of these 
estimatesare acceptable then no further work is necessary. The deriva- 
tion of the results is given in Appendix I. 

2.1 Stagnation temperature 

The stagnation temperature of a moving fluid is that attained when 
the flow is adiabatically brought to rest". This occurs theoretically 
at the stagcation point of a body, but in practice a somewhat lower tem- 
perature is attained in this region, 

Bearing this in mind, Fig.& gives the rise in stagnation temperature 
of air above ambient temperature plotted against speed, (All the curves 
in Fig.4 allow for the variation in the specific heat of air with tempera- 
ture), The stagnation temperature itself is then obtained by adding to 
this rise the ambient temperature for the height in question (Table I). 

For example, for a speed of 2,000 ft/sec and an altitude of 
33,000 ft, Fig.&b mves a temperature rise of 183'C and Table I gives the 
ambient temperature to be -50.34OC so that the stagnation temperature 
would be approximately 133OC. 

Also plotted on Fig.&a are spot values from the rough relation 
mentioned in the introduction 

Temperature rise = oc 
where u, is in miles per hour. 

(1 ft/sec = 0.6818 m.p.h.) 

and these are seen to be in good agreement with the stagnation tempera- 
ture rise for speeds at least up to 2,500 ft/sec, 
rough relation is 5'C high). 

(At 2,500 ft/sec the 

2.2 Kinetic temperature 

This is the temperature rise experienced under zero heat transfer 
conditions as the surface of the body is approached through the boundary 
layer. The fluid in contact with the surface of the body is at rest 
relative to the body, but in general the full stagnation temperature rise 
is not obtained because of the conflicting actions of viscosity and 
thermal conductivity in the adjscent boundary layer. The percentage of 
the rise obtained (relative to the static temperature outside the boundary 
layer-) has been shown experimentally and theoretically to be dependent on 

* In practice the body will be moving through air initially at rest, but 
it simplifies discussion if we consider the motion relative to the body. 
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the Prandtl number (%"/k) of the fluid. If the Prandtl number is less 
than uruty (it is approximately 0.72 for air) the kinetic temperature 
rise is less than the stagnation temperature rue, the ratios be:ng 
about 0.90 for turbulent and 0.85 for lamlnar boundary layers. 'These 
rises are plotted in Fig.L. 

Thus for the example of section 2.1 the final temperature to be 
expected with a turbulent layer would be 115'C, while for a laminar 
layer it would be 106OC. 

2.3 Equllib&um temperature. 

Under steady conditions and without internal cooling, the skin 
temperature would eventually reach the kinetic temperature of the adja- 
cent boundary layer if there was no heat transfer to and from the -kin 
by radiation. In practice an equilibrium condltlon w-z11 be reached when 
the convective heat transfer balances the radiative heat transfer. This 
is so when the mean skin temperature (T,) satisfies the equation. 

cpw p, @: u, kH (T,, -TIT) - EBT,"+ asQs 00s~ = 0 (1 ) 

dT 
(This equation is the partxular case -%' = 0 of the general heat 

at 
transfer equation of sectlon 3.1 below, with toe solar radiation term 
added), 

Eauation (1) can be solved g:-aphxally or numerically to give an 
1 value of Tw = T,,. Of the factors xn it, equitib~ium 

6) 
transfer to 

cpw PI gy '<I3 (Two - T.fl) represents the convective heat 

the skin from the boundary layer. 

and 

and 

T 
570 

"PW 

PI g 

9 

kIi 

(b) 

B 

E 

is the kinetic temperature (OK) determined in section 2.2 

is the specific heat uf air at constant pressure, evaluated 
at skin temperature T,. (Fig.3) 

is the weight density (lb/ft3) of the ambient air, xhhlch can 
be obtained from the relative density column of Table I in 
conjunction~vrlth the sea level value of 0.07652 lb/ft3 

is the flight speed (ft/sec). (Strictly speak& u1 is 
the air velocity outside the boundary layer, blit ior conveni- 
ence it may be taken at this stage to be the flight speed) 

is the aerodynatic heat transfer coefflclent, which can be 
determined from Flg.7 in conjunction with Fig.6 and Table VII 
(see also Appendix II), 

sBG4 represents the heat loss from the skin by radiation. 

is the Stefan-Boltsmann constant = 2.78~10 
-1 2 C.H.U. 

f ri'.sec (oK)4 

is the emissivity factor. ('3 home values are given in Table III). 
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(c) asQs cosq represents the heat input to the skin by direct 
solar radiat(Does not occur in a night flight). 

Qs is the solar constant (at outer limit of atmosphere) 

(This is reduced by 6-8 per cent by the time the radiation 
reaches ground level) 

% is the absorption factor for solar radiation, which differs 
from the emissivity E . Thus for most polished metals as 
is about 0.4 whereas E is about 0 05. Some values are given 
in Table III 

ad 9 is the angle between the normal to the surface and the 
incident rays, 

Note that direct solar radiation only affects those parts of the 
surface which can "see" the sun. A proportion of the incoming radiation 
is reflected by the earth and any clouds which are present and this till 
affect the undersurface of the wing cr body. The reflection factor "A," 
is given approximately by jngst&m'a formula 

A, = 0.7OC + 0.17 (I-C) 

where "C" is the cloud amount. (e.g. for C = 0.5, A, = 0.44). This will 
apply over most land areas but if the ground is covered by snow and the 
sky is clear, then 

As = 0.7-0.8 

From this it follows that for the "undersurface" of the wing or 
body, the heat input by reflected solar radiation is given by 

A, as Qs cos v, 

In all the above discussion of solar radiation it is assumed that 
the aircraft or missile is flying above all cloud layers. If the flight 
is below a cloud level then it is probably best to neglect the solar 
radiation, since it will have undergone much scattering and diffuse 
reflection in passing through the cloud, and a quantitative estimate of 
its intensity would be very difficult. 

2.31 Approximate estimate of equilibrium temperature 

If we assume that T,, is not much different to Two, then as 
a first approximation the skin temperature dependent factors 
kb) may be evaluated at the kinetic temperature Two, and 
can be written 

T T wo- we = A Td (Ia) 
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I I, 

I ,I 

,- 
EB 

I 
1 - 

as Q, cos cp 
4 EBT~ 3 

A= 
cpw PI g u1 % 

is constant. 
T 

The solution of equation (la) to give the ratio we 

of ATw3 
Two 

as a function 

is given in Pig.5.: If necessary the values of T,, thus 
obtained. may be improved by re-calculation of the value taken for A, 
preferably at some level intermediate between T,, and T,,. 

For the example of section 2.1 (i.e. a speed of 2,000 ft/sec at 
sn altitude of 33,000 ft) applied to a wing of 4ft chord we can thus 
obtain the follovdng results for equilibriwn temperature, if we assume 
that 'P = 0. bhe Reynolds number is 2.3 x 107, SO the boundary layer 
is assumed to be turbulent, end in day time flight the results refer to 
the upper-surface. 
flat plate, Fig.d . 

Heat transfer coefficient % vas taken as for a. 

Surfaoe condition 
j '; /,,,,, 

Polished metal E = 0.05 388 400 388 
us = 0.4 

Carbonised steel E = 0.5 388 388 386 
aS = 0.3 

Black body s = 1.0 388 388 384.5 
a, = 1.0 

Except for the polish&l metal skin in day time operation, the 
effects of radiation are snail in this case. However at greater heights 
and speeds the effects become more pronounce? as is show by the results 
in Fig.13, ?tiich wore computed for a wing of 4 ft chord and emissivity 
factor 0.5 in night time operation (a, = 0). 

Flat plate values were taken for % and transition was assumed 
to occur between 5 ana 10 million Reynol&s w&oar, which oorresponas to 
the shaded areas in Fig.l3a*. (Thus for Re > 10 million it is assumed 
that the influence of the laminar layer over the forward portion of the 
wing can be neglected when calculating the reductions in mean temporatu+ 
The shadad areas then represent the r&on of probable values for 
Reynolds numbers between 5 and IO million). 

The results show the benefits to be obtained at high speeds if the 
bodary layer oan be kept laminar up to hi& Reynolds numbers and also 
that for speeds less than 3,000 ft/sec and altitudes less than 50,000 ft 
it may be permissible to negleot the radiation loss in subsequent oaloula- 
tions of transient temperatures. 

aFor clarity in plotting, transition was taken to occur at 7 million in 
Fig.13b. 



Note too that these results are for average temperature over bhe 
wing chord. The local temperatures will probably be higher than the aver- 
age near the leading edge and lower than average near the trailing edge. 

The effect of solar radiation in day time operation 1s indicated by 
the table above. In all cases its effect till be to increase the equili- 
brium temperature. 

3 Transient temperatures of a thin skin with no heat loss to the 
interior of the boQ 

In this case the heat balance at the surface of the body is made up 
as follows, (neglecting solar radiation): 

1. 

2. 

3. 

where cs 

Heat flowing into the skin from the air per square foot per 
second (aerodynannc heating) 

QI 
3-= "pw PI g Ql kH CT,, -'pw) (2) 

(symbols are as In section 2.3) 

Heat radiated per square foot per second from the skin to the 
surrounding au 

22 = EBT4 
s w 

(symbols as In section 2.3) 

Heat absorbed by the skin per square foot per second 

%v -. = G- at 
is specific heat of skin material C.H.U/lb 'C 

(4) 

p,g is weight rlensity of skin material lb/f+? 

T is skin thickness ft 

t is time sea. 

Thus G has the dimensions C.H.U./ft2 'C, and typical. values of it 
for a skin thickness of one foot are given in Table II. 

The heat balance is then given by 

Q, = Q2+Q3 

(5) 
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which (even neglecting radiation) is in general a non-linear equation of 
which a general analytical solution cannot be found, so that a step by 
step integration has to be made. 

A reasonably simple method for this integration is demonstrated in 
Appendices III, IV and V. In it %/G and E are taken to be constants 
for each part of the missile and the gravitational acceleration (g) is 
also taken to be constant with the altitude limits 0-lCO,OO@ ft. (In 
fact, g varies by 1 per cent in this range). 

The aerodynamic heating term in equation (5) has purposely been left 
in its present form so that the general layout of the calculations need 
not be altered if wre accurate heat transfer data become available at a 
future date. The sources of the present data are listed in Appendix VIII. 

3;1 Completely turbulent or completely laminar boundary layers 

Either case can be calculated by using the appropriate heat transfer 
coefficients (k,) from Fi s.70 and 7b, in conjunction with the appropriate 
kinetic temperatures (T 7 from Fig.4 and Table I. A discussion of the 
factors influencing tran%tion is given in Appendix IX, which indicates 
the present lack of quantitative data. Bearing this in mind, a rough guess 
would be to take the layer as laminar if &he overall Reynolds number is 
less than 8 million, Since, however, the Reynolds nlrmber will in general 
be changing during the flight it may be thought preferable in doubtful 
cases to use tllrbulent values throughout. (This will give higher skin 
temperatures than may be obtained in practice with combined 1aTmar and 
turbulent boundary layers). Calculations including transition are considered 
in section 5.2 below. 

Following the equilibrium temperature results of section 2.3 it is 
probably justifiable to neglect the radiation term (equation (3)) in 
equation (5) for speeds less than 3,000 ft//sec approxime.teLy and altitudes 
less than 50,000 ft approximately, but an independent check should be made 
in doubtful cases. 

3.11 Wings and cylindrical afterbodies (Appendix IV for calculation 
method) 

For thin wings the effect of pressure gradients at the leading edge, 
along the aerofoil profile and at the wing root and tip, on the behaviour 
of the boundary layer is ignored in this Report nndiflat_plate data used. 

For relatively thick witigs reference can be made to Squires paperI 
if it is desired to account for the chordwise variation of heat transfer. 

Flat plate data can also be used for cylindrical afterbodies whose 
cross-section radii are large compared with the boundary layer thickness. 
A rough guide to this is given by the formula 

s = 0.30 Re -'I5 e < 0.1 r r 

where 6 is boundary layer thickness 
r is body cross section radius 

8 is body length. 
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3.12 Nose cones or ogives (Appendix V for calculation method) 

The calculation for the cone or ogive is complicated by the change 
in physical characteristics of the flow through the shock wave at the tip. 
Before commencing the numerical lntegratlon it is necessary therefore to 
obtain the values of density, temperature and velocity immediately outside 
the boundary layer (Appendix V). The remainder of the calculation 1s very 
similar to that for the flat plate or aerofoil. It should be noted that 
the heat transfer coefficients for cones and ogxves differ from the flat 
plate coefficient. The ogive-flat-plate heat transfer factor varies with 
tip angle (see Fig.9); the cone factor is constant so that kHcone is 
plotted with the flat plate coefficient (Fig.7). 

3.13 Discussion of results of worked examples . 

Some examples of transient temperature curves have been calculated 
by the methods of Appendices III, IV and V and the results are shown in 
Figs.l&-17, together with the relevant data and flight histories. Four 
cases are considered, in all of which a constant angle trajectory is 
assumed wrth constant acceleration for the first three seronds, followed 
by typical variations of velocity with time, The cases are, 

A. wing skin temperatures for flight at sea level, (Fig.l&), 

B. wing skin temperatures for a L,5' trajectory from a sea level 
,launch (Fig.l5), 

C. nose cone skin temperatures for flight at sea level assuming 
a turbulent boundary layer (Fig.l6), 

and D as for case C, but with a laminar boundary layer (Fig.17). 

The variations In overall Rrynolds number for the four cases are 
given in Fig.18, which shows the'; only In case B towards the end of the 
flight is there likely to be any appreciable length of laminar boundary 
layer. Therefore turbulent boundary layer data were used throughout the 
calculations and case D was added purely for comparison purposes. 

Preliminary estimates of kinetic and equilibrium temperatures showed 
that at maximum velocity (and height in case B) the reductions in tempera- 
ture to be expected from radiation losses would amount to about I'C in * 
cases A and C, and about II'C in case B (assuming turbulent boundary layers). 
The radiation term was therefore ne 
step integration of equation (5). 7 

lected when performing the step by 
In case B, Fig.15, the actual "final" 

temperature of th? skin was about 36oO~, on which the reduction to be 
expected from radiation would only be about 5OC). 

Various conclusions can be drawn from Figs.1 4-17 as folloprs. 

Effect of altitude 

The effect of altitude on skin temperature 1s shown by comparing 
cases A and B (Figs.14 and 15). A missile at sea level reaches a higher 
temperature than its counterpart with a 45' trajectory although the flight 
speeds in oases A and B are Little different for the first 20 seconds. In 
both cases an approxunately steady temperature is reached after about 25 
seconds. 
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Effect of heat capacity of skin 

If the heat capacity of the skin is reduced by using a thinner gauge 
oraaateria1with a lower specific heat, the transient temperature will 
u-m-ease at a more rapid rate. This is illustrated by a comparison of 
case A (Fig.14) in which the maximum temperature is reached in about 25 
seconds and case C (Fig.16) with a corresponding time of 9 seconds. Both 
cases have similar flight histories but the more rapid .emperature rise 
of the nose cone is in some part due to the increased heat transfer rate 
that occurs for flow over cones. It is interesting to note that for a 
skin with a low heat capacity the skin temperature curve approximates 
more nearly to the kinetic temperature curve so that the temperature fall 
is also more rapid as the missile decelerates. 

The ccmparative heating effects of laminar and turbulent bouz?Mx 
layers 

The considerable temperature reduction which can be obtained by 
maintaining a laminar layer over as large a range of Reynolds nirmber as 
possible durin the initial period of a flight is well illustrated in 
cases C and D 7 Figs.16 and 17). 

3.2 Case involving a change of body geometry or transition 
7 

If it 1s necessary to deal with a change of body geometry such as a 
conical or ogival nose with a cylindrical afterbody then the calculation 
for each section should be performed separately. The ogive calculation 
will be stilar to that descrkbed in the previous paragraph. The growth 
of the boundary layer from the tip to the rear of the ogive is different 
from its development along the cylinder and the value of kR on the 
cylinder should be obtained as shown in Appendix VI. The effect of pres- 
sure gradients at the ogive-cylinder junction is ignored and the cylinder 
treated as a flat plate. 

The procedure for calculation when transition is included is similar 
to that for a change of body geometry and temperature solutions must be 
made separately for the laminar and turbulent regions. 

Both cases are considered in Appendix VI. 

4 The determination of skin temperatures for a thin skin sandwich 
construction or for a single thin skin with heat loss to the intdrior 

4.1 The calculation of transient temperatures in section 3 assumes that 
there is no heat loss from the inner surface of the skin. Some heat loss 
to the interior obviously does occur whether the outer skin is in contact 
with a sumporting structure such as a second skin or tiether it merely 
encloses an air space in an otherwise empty shell. 

. 
4.2 Numerical method 

The problem of considering this heat loss is simplified as in the 
other transient cases if the calculation 

Airflow 3 >- is based on average temperature only. 
The conditions for a double skin or a 

Tw ri heated interior are therefore represen- 
ted by those shown in the sketch. 

x2 
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T, is the mean temperature of the outer skin, F is the mean tempera- 
ture of the inner skin or the interior and these mean values corresponding 
to planes positioned by x? and x2 (e.g. the mid plane of a flat-plate). 

Then in the notation of para. 

QI = 
T cpw PI g 9 kH (Two -Tw) (7) 

(9) 

The heattransferred from the outer skin ,to the inner skin or the 
interior 2s 

where 
." 

(11) 

(assuming a linear temperature gradient). 

The heat balanoe for the outer skin 2s 

dTw _ 
Gl at 

_ _ cFw p, g u. kH (Two-Tw) -&BT& (T,-T) + (12) 

Sunilarly the heat balance for-lthe interior or inner skin is 

These simultaneous equations may be solved numericallylC giving T, anaT 
as functions of time but the method is lengthy and is not presented here. 

4.3 Approximate method 

If however the variation of T with time is obtained by the numeri- 
cal method (Appendices III, IV and VP for a single skin with no heat loss 
to the interior then an approximate estimate of the effect of,such a loss 
can be made. If a linear approximation to the curve of Tw against time 
oan be made and if it is assumed that the temperature space curve is oon- 
tinuous at the contact surface of the two media, then a relation between 
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7, (F)t=O, Tw and 9 can be establisheGO. This relatacn 1s shown in 

Fig.10 and is similar in form to that of the infinitely thick slab ( Fig.11). 

The twc curves in Fig.10 are for an inf'inltely v&e plate (s = half 
the plate thickness) and for an infirntely long cylinder (s = radius), the 

time t III the non dimension group cct correspond to a period ever which 

Tw may be considered linear. The e$uaticn of a (a- ps ios) is straight 

in the case of a sandvrlch skin but lf' an air interior is considered 
then an equivalent coefficient of therm1 conductivity ka must be used 
to combine the effects of convection and conduction where 

function of Grashct Nc.(g"f; AT) 

kc/k is a 

(Ref.lC) where h is the coefficient 

of cubical expansion and AT a suitable temperature difference. 

Two examples have been calculated on this basis: 

(1) Case C (Fig.16) with heat transfer to the air interior of the 
cone. 

An approximation to the temperature time curve was made and the 
decrease in skin temperature due to the internal heat loss was found to 
be less than ICC for a flight time of 50 seconds. 

(2) Case C (Fxg.16) with heat transfer to an inner skin of cork. 

A sxrnlar calculation indicates that the heat lost to a cork layer 
0.40" thick attached to the in&k surface of the fibre-glass mould 
reduce the temperature of the fibre-glass by 2'C after 5 seconds and by 
10cC after 50 seconds. 
are IO'C and 60'~. 

The corresponding temperature rises of the cork 

5 The determination of temperature distribution in a akin of appreci- 
able thickness 
(Appendix VII for calculation method) 

It IS not possible to give an adequate treatment of this subject 
in this note, but a relatively simple theoretz.cal case which has practical 
applicatwns is presented in Appendix VII and Flg.ll. This is the case of 
a semi infinite body with a constant initial temperature which has its 
surface temperature suddenly altered to and maIntained at a new and con- 
stant value. 

The semi infinite case may be applied in practice to castings, fair- 
ings, nose cones etc. of finite thickness without any great error until 
the temperature is such that appreciable heat transfer takes place at the 
second surface, provided the initial surface temperature rise is suffici- 
ently rapid (e.g. case C). 

Some typical time and depth limits for a given temperature to be. 
exceeded are given for different materials in table IV. The effect of 
the ratio a (thermal conductlvity/spccifi(j heat density) is such that 
the depth limit x is proportional to (a)z whereas the time limit t 
varies inversely with a . 
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AWENDIXI 

Stagnation and lclnetic temperature rises 

The stagnatlon temperature of a moving fluid IS that attained 
when the flow is adiabaticslly brought to rest. Considering a stream 
tube, then the principle of conservation of energy gives the following 
relation between velocity ad temperature 

TH 
Jg cP 

dT = 1.1 

whxh xf c 
P 

is constant gives the well tiown formula 

I.2 

The stagnation temperature rx.e curve in Fig.4 has been evaluated 
from equation I 1, taking the integral 

from Ref. I 

If Kc stag is the temperature rise for a given velocity u, then 
the corresponding kin&lo temperature rises are given by 

turbulent AT = (pr) 'I3 AT 
stag 

2 0.90 AT stag when P = 0.72 1‘ 

1smins.r AT = (Pr) 1/z AT - 
stag 

s 0.85 ATstag when P, = o-72 
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APPENDIX II 

Derivation of aermiynsmic heat transfer coefficients 

Throughout this Report the heat transfer coefficient 

%= 

Ql, 
s 

PI Y g "pw o CT, - Tw,) 
II.1 

is used and the values given in fig.7 are taken from the latest experi- 
mental and theoretrcd evxdence. 

pig.7 gives plots of 

% ($ against Re 

where n = '/IO for lsmmsr layers 

n = *"/5 for turbulent layers 

and Re is Reynolds number (u, t/v,) 

The value of s 1s then obtamea by multiplymg s 5 
n 

'1 
0 T2 

by the 

appropriate peer of T as given m Table VIII. The justification of 
w 

this procedure 1s as follows. 

(4 Laminar boundary layers - 

It can be shorn that the formula 

c Ftv 
= 1,328 Red 

w 

where subscript W' denotes that densrty and vxcosxty are to be 
evaluatea at skin temperature T,, gives skm friction estimates for a 
flat plate vrlthm 5 per cent of those given by more accurate formulae 
(e.g. Young,") over the range covered by the present Report. 

Acoepting the relation 

we then obtain 

which, smoe 

%w= 
0.827 Re? 

11.3 

II.4 

II.5 



and taking 

P T 0.8 
2 = 2!L 
PI 0 T1 

II.6 

(which gives a fair mean for the temperature ranges mvolved) gives 

= 0.827 h -h II.7 

which is the formula used m calmlatin@; the flat plate curve in Fig.7a. 

The cone curve follows from the relation5 

(%I) cone 

(5) 
=i$ 

flat plate 
II.8 

(b) Tmbulent boundary layers 

Recent experimental evdcnce (unpublished) from R.A.E. tests has 
verifYed that the compressibility variation of kH can be represented by 
a formula of the type poposed for skin friction in Ref.6. The formula 
for a flat plate is 

SW= II.9 

which m terms of free stream conditions becomes 

s ($)2.Y5 = 0.045 R,--'/5 

when 

11.10 

hrrthermore the ratio of the zero heat transfer skin frxtlon 
coefficients on cones and flat plates has been found to be 2/J3 as for 
1smna.r layers. Heat transfer coefflclents have arbitrarily been assumed 
to bear the same relatmn, 
have been produced. 

and from these formula the curves of Fig.3 
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APPENDIX III 

A method of ntmer~cal intemation 

, 

The differentml equatmn to be solved for transient conditions over 
a thin skinned body is 

dT?JJ % P,g$ '+ (Two- Tw) - 
EB 

-;ii- = iy T,4 

If the radiation term is neglected this becomes 

dT 
-Z = % p,g kH ~1 (Two-Tw) = f(t,Tw) 
at 

III.1 

III.2 

The method of numericel integration calculates a finite increment 
A% = (TJt't, - Wt't,-h where h is a finite increment in t. 

It can be shown that for the mid ordinate method4 

(T,& 
1 

= @&,+mh+hf It, -t , (T&++ 

+ ; hfh, - h, (l&t, -hIi] III.3 

If the initial conditiors are known (i.e. at t s 0) a small incre- 
ment h in t may be chosen, the 'inner' function f 
and the 'outer' function f, = f[t,-h/2, t 

= fb, -h, (T&.q-hj 
(Tw)t.t -h + F hfi] can be 

1 
evaluated, and a value of Tw obtained for the new value of t. This 
procedure may be repeated several times to any desmed value of t and a 
solution found 

T, = f(t) 111.4 

The layout of the calculations is given in Appendices IV and V. 
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APPENDIX IV 

Calculation of transient temperatures for a wing or 
c,vlindrical body, using the lnterrratzon method of 

Appendix III 

The method of calculation is set out in Table P, and a numerical 
example is given in Table IX. 

The initial condltlon Twt,O and the flight history 1s known but 
for the sake of generalxsation a subsequent value Twne2 at tn-2 is taken. 
An increment h In t is chosen and a value t,-1 = t,,z + h inserted 
in col-umn (1). The first row for each value of t is used to calculate 
the 'Lnner' function fi and the second row to calculate the 'outer' func- 
tion f, (Appendix III). Column (3) contains the values of t and 'Tw to 
be used In calculating the function f(t, Tw) in column (14). 

The sequence of operations for the evaluation of the inner function 
is set out below. 

Column Operation 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

(10) 

(11) 

(12) 

(13) 

(14) 

(15) 

(16) 

Arhbient temperature. Read from Table I (Fig.1) in conjunc- 
tion with the flight history. 

Velocity. Read from flight history. 

Ku&xc temperature rise. Read from AT-velocity graph 
@i@. 4b 
+clrbulen4. 

c or d) using appropriate--e (lamuar or - 

(4) + (6) 

"PIT from Flg.3 
pop 1s 0.0766 lb/ft3 
G from Table II (The values m Table II are for a skin thick- 
ness of one foot and must therefore be scale3 down to the 
appropriate skin thxkness). 

(7) - (T&,.e2 

Using (T1/‘Jw)n-2 read from Table VII. 

To reduce time and labour the heat transfer coefficient 
kE1 (TpvT,)2'2/5 should be plotted against time t using 
the flight history graph the Reynolds number velocity 
altitude nomogram (Fig.6j and the heat transfer coefficient 
Reynolds number graph (lamlnar or turbulent, Fig.7a or 7b); 
this ma:- then be inserted in the Table at each step. 

Read from Table I at the appropriate altitude. 

This column is the same as (5) and 1s repeated for conveni- 
ence ln obtarning column (14). 

(8) Y (9) x (10) x (11) x (12) x (13) 

(14) x &h 

(15) + (T&m2 
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The value of (16) is then uuerted m column (3) second row together 
with the tune value t n-l - h/z. 

The outer function 1s thencalculated in the second. row with svnilar 
operations to those described abwe. The only difference 1s that columns 
(15) and (16) are unused, but instead we have 

(17) (14) x h 

(2) (17) + (T,,t)n-2 

This completes one step in the Integration and further steps may be 
carried out untd the desired time t or temperature T, is reached. 

a% Where the gradlent x 1s changing rapidly, for example during the 

lnitlal stages of a flight, the time xncrement h should be smaller than 
a% that used during the later stages when - 
at2 

is more nearly constant. 

The suffices (e.g. n-2) refer to the time at which the terms are 
evsluated. Thus b, lnp2 1s the velocity Just outside the boundary layer 

at a time (t)n-2, where 

h. 
J 

from the commencement of the flight. 

It should be noted that in certain cases it may be more convenient 
to group several columns together as one function .snd plot this against 
time before commencing the step by step process (e.g. columns (8), (II), 
(12) and (13) from Table V could be so grouped). 
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APPENDIX v 

: Calculation of transient skin temperatures for a 
cone or ogive 

The numerical integration prdcess is little different from that for 
the flat plate described in Appendix IV except that the velocity tempera- 
ture and density outside the boundary layer no longer have their ambient 
values (see sketch above). 

To simplify the tabular operatwns (Table VI) the fundamental equation 

G d’% 
- = 5wP1 g UI kH km-T,) 
at 

v.1 

has been rearranged to 
' . 

The method of calculation is set out in Table VI. As in Table V 
the first row for each value of t IS used to calculate the 'inner' 
function f. 
(Appendix I f. 

and the second row to calculate the 'outer' function fc 
Column (3) contains the values of t and T, to be used 

XI calculating the function f(t, Tw) in column (14). 

The sequence of operations for the eval'uation of 
LS set out below: 

Column Operation 

the 'inner' function 

(4) Read from Fig.8a in conjunction with the flight history 
and Table I. 

(5) Read from Fig.8c in conjunction with the flight history. 

(6) Read from the AT ,- velocity graph (Figs.4b, 4c, 4d) 
laminar or turbulent curve as appropriate. 

(‘/, (4) + (6) 
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COlLlll2-l Operatmn 

(8) Read from Fig.W in conjunction with the flight history 
and Table I. 

(9) (5) repeated for convenience. 

(10) Read from Fig.2 in conjunction with TI, 

(11) (8) x (9) x appropriate length + (IO) 

(12) Read from Table VII using (T1/Tw)n-2 

(13) cone : read from cone curve in Fig.7a or 7b 
Ogive: read from flat plate curve in Fig.7a or P and 
multiply by the appropriate value of 13 in Fig.9. 

(14) (7)- (TwJne2 

(15) g from Fig.3, Table II and using the appropriate length 
already used in column (11). 

(16) (IO) x (11) x (12) x (13) x (14) x (15) 

(17) (16)x +h 

(18) (T,,),w2 + (17) 

The value of (18 is inserted in column (3) second row together with 
the time value t,-, - h /2. 

The 'outer' function is then calculated in the second row with 
similar operations to those described above, Two additional columns are 
required to cmplete the operation. 

These are 

Colmn Operation 

(19) (16)x h 

(20) (Tw)n-2 + (19) 

This mrnpL&es one step in the integration and further steps may 
be carried out until the desired time t or temperature T, 1s reached. 
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AWENDIX VI 

Calculatun of transient skin temperatures on a missile 
with a discontlnu1t.y in the body Reometr,y or a 

boundary layer transition 

The calculation must be performed separately for each section of 
contxnuity to allow for the variatron of ix - 

I 

I 
Momentum thxkness 

If of boundary layer 

Transition or 

x ‘b x1’ x 
If the growth of a boundary layer w. the transition region or nea* a dis- 
contmuity may be represented dlagxwnatically as shown then the celcula- 
tion for 0 < x < xT is as shown In Appendix IV or V, 

The werall skin friction coefficient CF on a flat-plate is given 
by 

ce -e,) 
cF,-q = 2 x-q VI.1 

where 

28 = CF b-x,) VI.2 
x-x0 

2eT = CF xT:xo (%-x0) s VI.3 

thus %-X b- X0)- cF9-x (XT- X0) 
0 0 

cF,- = (x-q) 
VI.4 

xr 

or 
k~ x--x0 

(Rex- Rexo) - $1 
3-0 

bxT -Rex01 

hx- = 
VI.5 

XT (Rex-R+ 

The relation between RexT and Rex0 can be obtained by identifying the 

the values of 8 at x = xT. 
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For a laminar layer 8 = 0.6G4 Rex 2X VI.6 

-l/5 
0 

0.4 
turbulent layer 0 = 0.037 Rexwx T1 

0 
(x-xo r 

'N 
VI.7 

Lit x= 
";r 

0.664 Re 
-$- 

xT = 0.037 Re 
-l/5 

XT ?rxrJ (+-x0) VI.8 

18= Re 

0.4 
18 = He z (Req-Rexo)o*8 (>) 

w 

VI.9 

vs.10 

The variation of '(Rexm-Rexo) with Re% is plotted in Fig.12 
!, i 

far varying 
( ) 

3 * . 
w 

For a given value of XT or Re 
% 

Rex can be found. 
0 

fray Fig.12 and s may be evaluated from equation VI.5. The calcula- 
*-Xr 

tion then proceeds as shcmn m Api)endix IV ar V. 
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APP'ENDIX VII 

The temperature distr]bution through a semi-uY?inite slab 
inltlally at temperature Ti when its surface temperature 

is sudden1.y x-axed to and maintained at a constant 
'ialue Two 

The ccnductlon equation for one dimensional heat flow along the x 
axis unth yz planes isothermals is 

~TP - Ly ~'TP 
at a 

VII.1 

where 

a = 
ks 

VII.2 
gps % 

The solution to this equation mth the conditions outlined In the 
heading is. 

x 

T wo -TP = 2 
s 

2Jat 
eez d.5 (Ref.9) VT-I.3 

T wo-Ti Jx o 

The variation of this probability integral with its upper limit 

x is shovm in Fig.11. Choosing Two and Ti from external condrtions 
wat 
and a from the material of the slab, Tp can be evaluated from the curve 
for values of x and t. Some typical solutions are shown in Table IV, 
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APPENDIX VIII 

Sources of data used 

Parameter Reference Table 
(from present report 

E 

k s 

1 

12 

12 

12 

12 

12 

G 

9 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

III 

II 

% 

psg 

9 II 

9 II 

3 %a 

3 . %b 

3 8.2 

layers 
The heat transfer coefficients for lannnar and turbulent boundary 

on flat plates are obtained from the following: (cf. Appends III). 

(k,) ,am = 4 CF Pr-2' 

: = 0.827 Rex-- 

4) 2*2/5 

turb = 0.045 Re x 
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APPE37DIX IX 

The effect of the boundary layer character on heat 
transfer 

The mechanism of flow close to a body rn a flud stream 1s such 
that over the fore-body the retarded layer is laminar in character and 
remains stable up to a region on the body at which a crltlcal Reynolds 
number is reached. For Reynolds numbers greater than Recrit instabllity 
within the layer gradually destroys i ta laminar form and eventually it 
becomes fully turbulent. The interchange of energy between strata in a 
layer is conslderably greater If rt IS turbulent and the heat transfer 
rate is correspondingly higher. 

Stir: temperature IS therefore dependent on the condition cf the 
boundary layer and If the effect of transltion is to be included in the 
calculation then some estimate of its posltlon must be made. 

The transition Reynolds numl?er 1s affected by several factors includ- 
ing the heat transfer conditions at the surface and the surface finish of 
the body, also the prediction of transitlonfron: grind tunnel data 1s 
unreliable because of the effect of free stream turbulence. 

Although some theoretical and experimental investigations of the 
effect of these factors on the stabllzty of the lamlnar boun%.ry layer 
have been made it 1s only possible to give the following pointers to the 
predictlon of a transition Reynolds number for a particular set of condi- 
tions. The boundary layer flow IS stabilised 2nd transition Reynolds 
number increased by withdra-ling heat from the fluid to the body; heat 
transferred from the body to the fluid has a destabilising effect. A 
roughened surface or 3teps at plating joints will tend to Induct an earlier 
transitlox. A typical transItion Reynolds number for free flight (under 
zero heat transfer conditions) may be taken as 8 x I&, 
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TABIAEI 

Table of the standard atoosphere below 100,000 ft - 

PSL = 0.0766 lb/f%' %L = 1116 ft/sec. 

h(ftx103) T'C 

15.00 
13.02 
11.04 

9.06 
7.08 

288.00 
266 02 

zzik:i 
2aoIo8 

1.0000 
0.9966 
O.PP31 
O.y896 
0.9862 

1.0000 1.204 
0.9711 I.198 
0.9428 1.191 
0.9151 1.185 
0.8881 1.17p 

1.57 
1.61 
1.65 
1.69 
1.73 

5.10 278.10 0.9827 0.8617 1.169 1.77 
3.12 276.42 O.97YZ 0.8359 1.162 4.82 
1.14 274.14 O.?756 0.8107 1.156 1.86 

-0.64 272.16 0.9721 0.7860 1.150 1.91 
-2.82 270.18 0.9686 0.7620 1.143 1.96 

IO -4.80 268.20 0.9650 0.7385 I.?37 2.01 
11 -6.78 266.22 0.9614 0.7156 1.130 2.06 
12 -8.76 264.24 0.?579 0.6932 1.124 2.12 
13 -10.74 262.26 0.9543 0.6714 I.117 2.17 
14 -12.72 260.28 On?507 0.6500 1.111 2.23 

15 -14.70 258.30 0.?470 0.6253 1.104 2.29 
16 -16.68 256.32 O.?434 0.6Oy0 l.OY5 2.35 
17 -18.66 254.34 O.Y397 0.58p2 1.088 2.41 
18 -20.64 252.36 0.9361 0.5699 1.082 2.48 
19 -22.62 250.38 o.p324 0.5511 1.075 2.55 

20 
21 
22 

2 

2 
27 
28 
29 

30 

:: 
33 
34 

:g$jg 
-28'56 
-30.54 
-32.52 

o.y287 0.5328 1.06y 2.62 
0.9250 0.5150 1.063 2.6? 
0.9213 0.4.976 I.053 2.77 
0.Pl75 0.4807 I.047 2.84 
O.Ylj8 0.4642 1.040 2.93 

-34 50 238.50 0. y100 0.4481 I.034 3.01 
-36.48 236.52 0.9062 0.4325 1.027 3.10 
-38.46 234.9, 0.9024 0.4173 1.018 3.19 
-40.44 232.56 0.8Y86 0.4025 1.011 3.28 
-42.42 230.58 0.8948 0.3881 1.005 3.38 

-44.40 228.60 0.8pop 0.3742 O-p982 
-46.38 226.62 0.8871 0. j606 0.9885 
-48.36 224.64 0.8832 0.3473 0.9821 

-50.34 222.66 0.6793 0.3345 0.9757 
-52.32 220.68 0.8754 0.3220 0.9692 

3.48 

;:z; 
3.81 
3.93 

T'C ABS a 
%L 

RdatiVe 
aensity 

u 

1g x 105 
lb/f-t set 
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TAEGE I (Contd.j 

,(ftxlOJ) T'C T’C ABS a 
“SL 

Relatim 
density 

o- 

I$-:; 
-56146 
-56.4G 
-56.46 

218.70 0.8714 0.3099 0.9596 
216.72 0.8675 0.2981 0.9531 
216.2 0.8671 0.2844 0.9531 
216.54 0.8671 0.2710 0.9531 
216.54 0.8671 0.2583 0.9531 

-56.46 

-56.46 

~16.51~ 0.8671 0.2462 
216.54 0.8671 0.2346 
216.54 0.8671 0.2236 
216.54 0.8671 0.2131 
216.54 0.8671 0.2031 

-56.46 

216.51~ 0.8671 0.1?36 
216.54 0.8671 0.1&5 
216.54 0.8671 o.q758 
216.54 0.8671 0.1676 
216.54 0.8671 0.15Y7 

216.54 0.8671 0.1522 
216.54 0.8671 0.1451 
216.x 0.8671 0.1383 
216.54 0.8671 0.1318 
216.54 0.6671 0.1256 

216.54 0.8671 0.1197 
216.54 0.8671 0.1141 
216.54 0.8671 0.1087 
216.5!,. 0.8671 0.1036 
216.54 0.8671 0.0988 

-56.46 
-56.46 

216.5$. 0.8671 0. oq4.1 
216.S 0.8671 0.0897 
216.54 0.8671 0.0855 
216.54 0.8671 0.0815 
216.54. 0.8671 0.077-l 

-56.46 
-56.46 

216.54 0.8671 0.0740 
216.54 0.8671 0.0705 
216.54 0.8671 0.0672 
216.54 0.8671 o.oQ.1 
216.54 0.8671 0.0611, 

-56.46 216.54 0.8671 0.0582 
-56.46 216.54 0.8671 0.0555 
-56.46 216.54 0.8671 0.0529 
-56.46 216.54 0.8671 0.0504 
-56.46 216.54 0.8671 0.0480 

-i- 
L.g x IO5 
Lb/ft sec. 

0.9531 
0.9531 
0.?531 
0.9531 
0.?531 

0.?531 
0.?531 
0.9531 
0.?531 
0.9531 

0.5'531 
0.?531 
0.9531 
0.?531 
0.?531 

0.?531 
0.9531 
0.9531 
0.9531 
0.9531 

0.9531 
0.9531 
0.9531 
0.9531 
0.9531 

0.9531 
0.9531 
0.9531 
0.9531 
0.9531 

0.9531 
0.?531 
0.9531 
0.9531 
0.9531 

r x 4 10 
't2/s,o. 

4.05 
4.18 
4.37 

;:2 

5.05 
5.30 
5.56 
5.84 
6.12 

6.43 
6.74 
7.07 
7.42 
7.7? 

8.17 
8.57 
9.00 
?.44 
9.90 

IO.39 
10.90 
II.44 
12.00 
12.59 

13.21 
13.87 
14.55 
15.26 
16.02 

16.80 
17.63 
18.50 
19.41 
20.37 

21.37 
22.42 
23.53 
UC. 69 
25.90 
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Tl'BLE I (Co&d.) 

h(ftx103) T% T'C ABS 

75 

z 
78 
7? 

80 

8": 

2 

a5 
86 

2 
89 

;: 
92 
93 
94 

;z 
97 
98 
99 

100 

a 
%L 

- 
I Relative 

density 
cl- 

-Ig x IO5 
lb/ft sec. 

I 

: 

.I04 
et2/sw. 

216.54 0.8671 0.0458 
216.54 0.8671 0.0436 
216.54 0.8671 0.0416 
216.54 0.8671 0.03?6 
216.54 0.8671 0.0378 

O.Y531 27.18 
0.?531 28.52 
O.Y531 2?.92 
0 0531 ., 3l.3? 
0.9531 32.?4 

216.54 ~.a671 0.0360 
216 s!+ 0.8671 0.0343 
216.54 o.a671 0.0327 
216.54 O.S671 0.0312 
216.54 0.8671 0.0297 

(XT531 
0.9531 
0.9531 
O.?531 
0.?531 

34.56 
36.26 
38.05 
30.02 
l+;.iy 

-56.46 216.54 0.8671 0.0283 0.9531 43.?5 
-5G.46 216.X 0.8671 0.0270 0.9531 46.12 
-56.46 216.54 0.8671 0.0257 0.9531 48.39 
-56.46 21G.54 0.8671 o.0245 0.9531 50.77 
-56.46 216.54 0.8G71 0.0234 0.9531 53.27 

-56.46 216.54 0.8673 0.0223 
-56.46 216.54 0.8671 0.0212 
-56.46 216.54 0.8671 0.0202 
-56.46 216.54 0.8671 O.OlTj 
-56.46 216.54 0.8671 0.0184 

-56.46 
-56.46 
-56.46 

I$$ . 

-56.46 

2d6.54 0.8671 0.0175 
216.54 0.8671 0.0167 
216.54 0.8671 0.0159 
216.54 0.9G71 0.0151 
216.54 0.8671 0.0144 

216.54 0.8671 0.013s 

0.9531 
0.9531 
o.953j 
0.9531 
0.9531 

0.9531 
O.Y53l 
0.9531 
O.?53l 
0.9531 

0.9531 

55.89 

z*;: 
64:56 
67.74 

71.08 
74.58 
78.25 ' 
82.10 1 
86.15 

90.3Y - 
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TABLE II 

Naterial propert%ec, : 
Material l-----l Aluminium 

bhgnesiun 

Steel (mild) 

Nwmn Fibre Glass 

Polystyrene 

Polythene 

PW-spl3X 

Glass (C~OWII) 

0.210 

0.246 

0.110 

0.220 

0.32 

0.50 

0.35 

0.16 

7.20 x 10 -3 

4.86 x lO-5 

j.278 x 10-5 

6.72 x 10-5 

3.03 x 10-5 

7.68 x 10-4 

Glass (Flint) 0.12 1.34 x IO4 

-- 

Specific 
Heat 

cs 

- 
Thermal 

oondwtivity 
k 

CHIJJj t2 
OC sec/rt 

3.38 x 10-2 

2.53 x 1O-2 

Weight 
ps g 

lb/ft3 

168.5 

108.6 

487.0 

115.3 

65.9 

58.6 

74.3 

150-16: 

181-281 

TA&E III 

Enxnissivities and Absorptivities 

-r 
G/i? 

35.4 

26.7 

53.6 

25.4 

21.1 

29.3 

26.0 

LO 

.25.9 

21.7 
-33.7 

a 

9.55 x 10-4 

Y.48 x 10-4 

1.34 x 10-4 

f.Y2 x 10-6 

6.06 x 10-7 

2.30 x IO -6 

1.16 x IO -6 

7.00 x 10 -6 
.6.48 x lo- 6 

6.17 x 16-6 
.3.97 x 10-6 

Material 
Absorptivity 

50& to Solar 
Radiation 

Aluminium Polished 0.04 0.05 0.4" 
oxidisea 0.11 0.12 0.2(' 

stedi Polished 0.07 0.10 0.4' 
Carbonised 0.52 0.53 

Oxidisotl 0.7y 0.79 0.2" 

loooF 750% 

Lampblack paint 0.96 0.?7 0.97 

White paint 0.97 0.91 0.15 

"Doubtful values 
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TABLE IV 

Terperatme time space distribution throi;,& a 
semi infinite b&y 

T -T 

Material 
Time for TWo P 

wo - Ti < 0.2 
Depth r" t,o,,out 

which Vi0 E co.2 

for 0 < x < 0.1 ft 
TWO-Ti 

(sets) for t = 60 sets (INS) 

Magnesium 77 1.06 

I.C.I. 
PCJlythe?le 3.39 x IO4 0.05 

DOW 
Polystyrene 1.27 x IO5 0.026 
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T4BLE VII 

0 'PI +j 

c 

0.30 0.5887 0.8866 0.65 
0.31 0.5973 0.8895 0.66 
0.32 0.6057 0.8923 0.67 
0.33 0.6140 0.8?51 0.68 
0.34 0.6221 0.8977 0.69 

0.35 
0.36 
0.37 
0.38 
0.39 

3.40 
0.41 
0.42 
0.43 
0.44 

0.45 
0.46 
0.47 
0.48 
0.49 

3.50 
0.51 
0.52 
3.53 
0.54 

0.6301 
0.6379 
0.6L57 
0.6533 
0.6608 

0.6682 
0.6755 
0.6827 
0.6898 
0.6968 

0.7037 
0.7106 
0.7173 
0.7240 
0.7306 

0.9003 
0.9029 
0.9054 
0.9078 
0.9101 

0.9124 
0.9147 
0.9169 
0.9191 
0.9212 

0.9233 
0.9253 
0.9273 
0.9292 
0.?311 

0.7371 
0.7436 
0.7500 

0.9330 
0.9349 
0.?367 
0.?385 
0.9402 

0.70 
0.71 
0.72 
0.73 
0.74 

0.75 
0.76 
0.77 
0.78 
0.7? 
0.80 
0.81 
0.82 
0.83 
0.84 

0.85 
0.86 
0.87 
0.88 
0.89 

3.55 
3.56 
3.57 
0.58 
S.5? 

1.60 
0.61 
3.62 
0.63 
3.64 

1.65 

0.7687 

"0. G8 
017869 
0.7928 

0.9420 0.90 
0.9437 0.91 
0.9453 0.92 
0.9470 0.93 
0.9406 0.?4 

0.7987 0.9502 
0.8045 0.9518 
0.8103 0.9533 
0.8160 0.9548 
0.8217 0.9564 

0.8273 0.9578 

0.95 
0.96 
0.97 
0.98 
0.99 

1.00 

0.8273 
0.8329 
0.8384 
0.8439 
0.8494 

0.8548 
0.8601 
0.8654 
0.8707 
0.8759 

0.8811 
0.8863 
0.8914 
0.8964 
0.9015 

0.9065 
0.9115 
0.?164 
0.9213 
0.9261 

0.9310 
0.?358 
0.?406 
0.9453 
0.9500 

0.9547 
3.9593 
0.9640 
0.9686 
0.9731 

:. ;B':: 
0:9867 
o.py12 
0.9956 

1.00 

A Q T; 
0.957f 
0.959: 
0.9607 
0.962; 
0.9636 

0.96y 
0.966: 

"0: 2'; ? 
0.970; 

0.9716 
0.972: 
0.974: 
0.?75: 
0.976 

0.977: 
0.9791 
0.980: 
0.981F 
0.9827 

0.?839 
0.985C 
0.986; 
0.9873 
2.9884 

3.9895 
3.9906 
3.9917 
0.9928 
0.9938 

0.9949 
3.9959 
0.9970 
3.9980 
0.9990 

1.00 
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TPPLE VIII 

&ample Nwnerical soldion (O<t<G) of the transient skin tompcraturcs of a thin acrofoil r-rith a turbulent bow&y layer (Case Al 

I 

F- 

, 

(I)1 (2) I (3) 1 (4h (5) 1 (6) / (7) 

T 
t T 

1'x) 
m t, Tw T, u, AT =T, +AT 

0 
288 

0.288 28% 0 0 28% 
1 

28%.-ld9 3,288 /? ) 342 5.0 293 

3.0 2.5, 2?4.39 170% 121 409 
300.56 )2.75,296.%2 ) ) j 187% 1145.6 1433 6 

3.0, 300.56 2049 172.e 460.8 

L.0 315.05 13.5, 308.34 i 1 t .2040 I 172 t- 460.0 

14.0, 315.05 
/ / / 

2030 170 458 -- 
I-- 327.56 4.5, 321.79 2020 368.4 456.4 

5.0, 327.56 \, 2010 467.0 455 
6.0 - 33Ud.t. 5.5, 333.42 ‘/ 2ooo 165.0 453 

0.0383 0 1.0 0 1.0 0 0 0 288 

qx 5.0 1.0 1.82 A 342 0.119 0.119 

19.88 0.9998 1.60 I 
I 683 0.832 0.208 288.33 / 

29.67 0.9995 I.53 / @4 I.484 0.742 

k2.34 0.9987 t 1.455 

- 

j 1025 2.415 0.604 289.46 

58.04 0.9?78 1.42 I 1195 3.764 1 .a82 

1 I- 74.76 10.9958 1 1.38 / / I?366 1 5.375 I 1.344 1292.0% I / 
/ 1 93.92 1 o.T?38 / 1.33 1 1 11537 1 7.30% 1 1 / 3.6Y,/ 

1 1114.61 lo.9904 1 1.31 1 1 1170% 1 9.727 i 2.432 1296.82 / 
1 1136.78 lo.9868 1 1.27 1 1 1187% 112.33 / 1 / 6.165 i 

160.24 0.9814 1.26 2049 15.55 / 7.775 1308.34 / 

1151.66 0.9704 1 .1.26 I 2040 14.49 114.49 

142.95 O.T620 1.261 2030 13.483 6.742 321.79 

134.61 0.?514 1.263 2020 12.511+ 12.514 

\/ 127.44 0.9449 1.265 ,, 2010 11.727 5.864 333.42 
w II?.58 lo.9376 1.267 

IV 
2000 110.881 /IO.881 

,,, ,,,, ,,, ,,, ,,, ,, ,, ,,, ,, ,, ,, ,, ,, ~, ,, , 
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ZOO 300 400 500 600 
AIR TEMPERATURE. (“K) 

FEZ. VARIATION OF VISCOSITY OF AIR WITH TEMPERATURE. 
( ASSUMING SUTHERLAND’S FORMULA WITH Te = 114’K AND Ltg2,$ c I*lS X IO-’ Lb/FT.SC) 
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FIG.4.a. 

@ FROM FORMULA 

800 

(%oo) z 
WHERE U IS MP.H 

(I 

700 I 

VELOCITY U (FT/ SEC). 

FlG.4.a. STAGNATION 8. KINETIC TEMPERATURE 
RISES (VARIABLE cp) 



LUQ --._ 

t 

FG4b STAGNA%KSW AND KINET% FEWER#l-URE 
RISES (VARIABLE cp) 



FG.4 c 



--- 

,1 

FIG4 d SiTAGNATlON AND KINEITIG TEMPER 
RISES (VARIABLE 6~) 



*;- . 

(SEE SECTION 2.3J 

FIG 5. APPROXIMATE DETERMINATION OF EQUILIBRIUM TEMPERATURE. 
-rum = KINETIC TEMPERATURE. 

TM = EVUILIBRIUM TEMPERATURE 
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FIG-6. 
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FIG.6. NOMOGRAM GIVING VARIATION OF REYNOLDS . 
NUMBER PER FOOT WI‘TH SPEED 8 HEIGHT. 
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FIG.7 a. HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENTS FOR THE 
LAMINAR BOUNDARY LAYER. 
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FIG.8.a. 

u. FTSC. / 
FIG.8.a. STATIC TEMPERATURE AT SURFACE OF CONE. 

(STANDARD CURVES FOR f. g ZSO’K.). 



FIG. 8 b 
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FIG.8 b DENSITY AT SURFACE OF CONE. 
(ST+NORRD CURIES FDK T,, = Z’=‘K) 
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FIG 8 c. VELOCITY OVER CONES. 
@lANDbiRD CURVES FOR To = 260’1~). 



FIG.9. 
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FlG.9. THEORETICAL RELATION BETWEEN THE 
BOUNDARY LAYER CHARACTERISTICS OF A 

TANGENT OGIVE 8, A FLAT PLATE. 



FIG IQ 

0 0.2 0.4 06 0.0 

Oc vsz 

FGIO. VARIATION OF AVERAGE TEMPERATURE T 
OF AN INFINITELY LONG CYLINDER & 

AN INFINITELY WIDE PLATE ASSUMING 

A LINEAR VARIATION OF SURFACE 

TEMPERATURE Tw WITH TIME. 
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FIG. 12. 
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FlG.12. VARIATION OF Rext -Rex0 WITH Rext 
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(a) TEMPERATURE DIFFERENCE 
0 

b 
FIG.13 COMPARISON OF EQUILIBRIUM (Twe) AND 

ON A 4 FT. CHORD WING OF EMISSIVITY &= 
NEGLECTED.) 

TEMPERATURE RATIO 3 

KINETIC (Two) TEMPERATURES ; 
O-5. (SOLAR RADIATION oD 
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FIG .14. 

s 
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UJ 
z WING CHORD : 

SKIN THICKNESS 0.2 INS. I I 

325 
UNDARY LAYER’ TU 

SO 

300 2s 

0 IO 20 30 40 50 

TIME FROM START k (SECS) 
VARIATION OF AVERAGE SKIN TEMPERATURE WITH TIME 

0 IO 20 30 40 50 
TIME FROM START t (SECS) 

FIG 14. TRANSIENT SKIN TEMPERATURES FOR A 
FLAT PLATE WING IN ACCELERATED 
FL&HI- AT SEA LEVEL. (CASE A) 
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a 

- - - - KlNETlC TfMPERATURE Tu 

WING CHORD. 

SKIN THICKNESSj 0.2 INS 

BOUNDARY LAYER: TURBULENT 

0 IO 20 30 40 50 
TIME FROM START I: (SECS) 

VARIATION OF AVERAGE SKIN TEMPERATURE WITH TIME 

zoo0 
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ZI 
k 
cl 
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W I750 
z / , 

, 
0 

i-k FROri’START :$ECSj 

FIG.15 TRANSIENT SKIN TEMPERATURES FOR A 
FLAT PLATE WING IN ACCELERATED 
FLIGHT AT VARYING ALTITUDE (CASE B) 



SKIN TEMPERATURE Tw 

___A KINETIC TEMPERATURE Tw. 

I 

MATERIAL ’ FIBREGLASS 

35O i CONE LENGTH ’ 4.33fT 
- 75 

I CONE TOTAL ANGLE : 20’ 

I 
SKIN THICKNESS : 0*040 INS. 

I 

I BOUNDARY LAYER: TURBULENT. 
32.3 , I I I I I I -50 

I 
I 

I 

300 ’ 
I 

L 25 

! 
40 50 

v/ 1 I 
0 IO 

TIME FF& START ?‘@ECS) 
VARIATION OF AVERAGE SKIN TEMPERAT URE WITH TIME 

TIME FROM START t (SECS) 

FIG. I6 TRANSIENT SKIN TEMPERATURES FOR A 
CONICAL FOREBODY (TURBULENT BWNDARY 
LAYER) IN ACCELERAElW[Lz$lT AT SEA LEVEL 



I 
I 

CONE TOTAL ANGLE : 20” -50 
I 
I SKIN THICKNESS : 0.040 INS. 

I 
BOUNDARY LAYER: LAMINAR 

-25 

FIBREGLASS FIBREGLASS 

CONE LENGTH : 4.33 FT. CONE LENGTH : 4.33 FT. 

CONE TOTAL ANGLE : 20” 

SKIN THICKNESS : 

BOUNDARY LAYER: LAMINA 

IO 20 30 40 50 IO 20 30 40 50 
TIME FROM START b (SECS) 

VARIATION OF AVERAGE SKIN TEMPERATURE WITH TIME 

2250 

TIME FROM START C (SECS) 

FICW.T~ANSlENT SKIN TEMPERATURES FOR A 
CONICAL FOREBODY (LAMINAR BOUNDARY LAYER) 
IN ACCELERATED FUGHT AT SEA LEVEL (CASE D) 



FlG.18. 
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60 

FlG.18. VARIATIONS OF OVERALL REYNOLDS NO 
ASSOCIATED W KH EXAMPLES IN FIGS 14-17. 
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